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ABSTRACT

Using an energy supply systems approach, we envision
attributes and characteristic needs of a future global fission-
based energy supply infrastructure, enumerate potential
pathways for meeting those needs, and identify the
underlying enabling science and technology developments
for R&D efforts to meet the needs.

I. INTRODUCTION

While fission was discovered only slightly more than
tltly years ago, the first phase of nuclear energy
deployment has reached maturity in a number of
industrialized nations. Nuclear power contributes 17% of
electricity supply in the world as a whole. It contributes
2270 of electricity generation in the U.S. and as high as
8070 in some European countries. Designs for evolutionary
plants are completed; certified for licensing and are
proffered for sale by U.S. and European vendors. Such

plants have been built. on schedule and within budget in
Japan and Korea.

Given the mature state of first generation technology
based on design concepts worked out in the 1950s and
1960s, it is now appropriate to focus on conceptual
planning for the future stage in evolution of nuclear power
generation and to stimulate fresh approaches to achieve
beneficial application of nuclear technologies worldwide.

H. ISSUES IN SELECTION OF AN ENERGY SUPPLY
APPROACH AND THE PROMISE OF NUCLEAR
AS A SUSTAINABLE SOURCE

The world demand for energy will experience
unprecedented growth in the coming decades to fuel the
exceptional economic growth which is underway especially
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in Asia and South America. At the same time, the global
ecological consequences of emissions from energy
production and use will cause increasing concern and
attention from government and policy makers
internationally. [ Central among these issues is that of the
effect of COl emissions on the global climate. Nuclear
power emits no COZ; it is the only proven, commercially
competitive alternative to fossil energy sources currently
available. Krzown uranium and thorium reserves are
sufficient to fuel the worlds growing energy needs for
centuries-qualifying nuclear power as a proven,
sustainable future energy supply.2 Nuclear power should
play a significant and increasing role for satisfying the
world’s growing energy requirements in an ecologically
friendly way.

A nation’s choice for its energy supply strategy will be

most strongly influenced by economic cost, by its available
financial resources and by perceived security of the future
fuel supply. Safety, ecological impacts and non-

proliferation compliance also are significant considerations.
How can a future nuclear-based energy supply
infrastructure be designed to meet these needs?

HI. EMERGING TECHNOLOGICAL OPPORTUNITIES

The current generation of nuclear power plants is tied
to Rankine cycle energy conversion equipment based on
steam turbines—a technology which reached its asymptote
of development in the late 1950s coincident in time with
the conception of current generation nuclear power plants.
Conversion efficiencies are limited to the 339. to 35%
range by engineering practicalities. Additionally, large
plant scale is essential to achieve capital cost economies.
Nuclear power plants with Rankine cycle energy
conversion equipment have a capital cost greater than 1,000
$Ikw.
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Futuristic energy sources should be tied to futuristic
energy conversion and delivery equipment. Since the 1950s
and 1960s, advanced Brayton cycle conversion
technologies have developed as a spinoff of aerospace
industry R&D. Thegasturbine technology achieves higher
conversion efficiencies (40T0 to 5070) at much lower
copital cost (-300-600 $/kw). In regions where natural gas
supplies are assured, the low capital cost of gas turbine
plants, despite their higher variable cost, makes them the
preferred choice for capacity additions; their favorable cost

overrides ecological considerations in the marketplace of
growing and mature econom-ies alike because there is no

charged cost associated with greenhouse gas emission.

However, now Brayton cycle conversion equipment is
itself being overtaken by innovation in the fuel cell arena-
where the Carnot cycle limits placed on heat engines don’t
apply. Driven by emissions limits in the transportation
sector, fuel cell energy conversion systems capable of much
higher efficiencies (>5090, are under commercial

development and prototype deployment. It can reasonably
be expected that extensive manufacturing experience in the
transportation industry will drive their (currently high)
capital cost down over the next several decades.

Both gas turbine (and oxide fuel cell) energy
conversion equipment are high-temperature equipment
delivering not only high conversion efficiency-but also
delivering high-temperature reject heat. This feature opens
the possibility to use the reject heat for additional benefits
– electricity generation in bottoming cycles-or to

manufacture alternate products, One such potential
alternate product is hydrogen which can serve either as an
energy storage medium for later use in gas turbines and
fuel cells-or as a feedstock for the chemical commodity
manufacturing industry. The capability for product
diversification and flexibility has several desirable features
in deregulated energy supply regimes; for utilities which
were formerly limited to electricity production, it opens up
new markets in the transportation, buildings, and chemical
industry. Second, it provides supply systems with a
convenient way to store energy and, thereby, to baseload
capital assets. Third, it provides an avenue to reduce COZ
emissions in the transportation sector which comprises 1/3

of primary energy use. Finally, future substitution of
hydrogen for hydrocarbon fuels offers the potential to
generate synthetic chemical fuel at a limited number of
Iarge nuclear energy parks (perhaps under international
monitoring); to benefit from economies of scale in capital
intensive nuclear equipment; and to ease nonproliferation
control while still exploiting fission fuel to make an
ecologically benign and sustainable energy supply available
on a broader, world-scale via transport of hydrogen as the
energy carrier.45

IV. THE SYSTEMS APPROACH FOR PLANMNG
FUTURISTIC FISSION ENERGY SUPPLY
INFRASTRUCTURES

As illustrated in Fig. 1, in planning for a next
generation nuclear energy supply concept, it is useful to
think in terms of a “systems study” of the energy supply
infrastructure as a whole – from resource accumulation
through conversion and delivery to final beneficial use.fi
Some “elements” of the system are devices for converting
potential and/or thermal energy from one form to another;
other elements are the “channels” for transporting potential

energy “carriers” from one place to another. The systems
approach facilitates the identification of fresh approaches
relative to current practice in the location of energy
conversion and the medium for energy transport which
account for emerging technologies such as distributed
electricity production (fuel cells or small gas turbines) and
energy transport via a chemical rather than electrical
“carriers.” Such a systems approach also encourages
contemplation of effluent streams not as a waste (expense)
element from the generating step, but rather as a potential
revenue source for some other step—i.e., recycle of waste
heat or incompletely burned fuel to increase “efficiency” of
the enterprise.

The performance parameters which characterize each
“element” in the energy supply/ delivery chain are the
energy conversion efficiencies per unit of fixed plus
operating cost; the waste volume or mass generated per unit
of useful energy supplied; and the capital cost per unit of

power conversion capacity and of power transmittal
capacity. The direct and indirect societal “costs” of the
energy enterprise are quantified by such parameters as
operating cost per unit energy generated or transmitted,
waste effluence per unit energy used, land use per unit
energy collected or mined, etc. And the beneficial “utility”
of the energy enterprise is measured in such parameters as
annual energy consumption per capita, and energy
consumption per unit of GNP. Fhtally, the “efficiency” of
the enterprise as a whole is measured by ratios of measures
of “utility” to measures of “cost.”

V. NEEDS/PATHWAYS/ENABLING SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY FOR FUTURE NUCLEAR
ENERGY PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION

Believing that ecology, safety, nonproliferation, and
energy security are essential features of a future nuclear-
based energy supply infrastructure and that cost relative to
alternatives will dominate its market penetration, the
framework of the systems approach facilitates identification
of a set of key attributes for futuristic nuclear energy
generation and distribution infrastructures. These comprise
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the “goals” for design of a 21” century nuclear energy
enterprise. It is note;vorthy that these goals are nothing
more than value statements regarding the “cost,”
“efficiency,” and “utility” attributes of each “element” in
the energy supply and delivery chain of Fig. 1. Table 1
enumerates these design goals and potential R&D pathways
to achieve them.

First, the nuclear heat supply should be coupled to the
modern, high-conversion-efficiency equipment expected to
be contemporary in the time frame of 2030 and beyond (gas
turbines and fuel cells) to maximize the conversion
eftlciency per unit cost of converting heat at the reactor to
usable energy at the end user client’s location. While there
are several pathways to achieving that need (He cooled
high-temperature gas-cooled reactors driving gas turbines,
nuclear heat driven production of hydrogen using
thermo/chernical water cracking cycles, lead-cooled high-
temperature fast reactors, etc.) they all share the attribute of
high reactor coolant outlet temperature (800°C or higher).

The underlying enabling science/ technology R&D needs
relate to high-temperature fuels, structural materials, and
coolants and their mutual chemical compatibility in a high-
temperature, high-radiation field environment.

Second, the nuclear energy enterprise should produce
minimal environmental and health impacts in comparison
to the alternative (fossil or renewable-based) energy supply
regimes. The pathway to this goal is to fully exploit the
millionfold advantage in energy density existing between
nuclear and chemical (fossil) bond strength—and the even

greater factor relative to sunlight. In the broad sense, the
pathway is to increase the eflciency of the conversiott of

muss to heat from the current value of <170 in the LWR
enterprise to a value approaching 100?ZO.Per unit of energy
benefit, this pathway will simultaneously minimize the
environmental insults of mining and shipping on the front
end of the fuel cycle, and minimize the environmental
problems of disposition of waste products on the back end
of the fuel cycle. The underlying enabling technologies are
those which facilitate complete fission consumption of the
uranium or thorium fuel feedstock. Fast spectrum reactors
are required with either ultrahigh burnup fuel or
appropriate recycle technologies.

The third attribute is reduced capital cost per unit
power. The pathways to achieving this all have
sirnplijication and standardization as their common
themes-elimination of systems (e.g., eliminate active
safety systems by employing passive safety approaches)
reduce commodities (e.g., by seismic isolation); reduce field
construction via assembly of prefabricated modules); etc.

The fourth attribute is to maximize billable product
per unit of fixed plus variable cost. One pathway to this
goal is to lay out the enterprise to base load the capital
intensive nuclear fixed assets by either finding ways to
store a billable product or to expand and diversify the
product and client base so as to level the demand for
product over annual and diurnal cycles. Since electricity
cannot currently be stored, the enabling technologies for
facilitating this pathway should consider either storable or
multiple products—such as manufacture of hydrogen for
sale to the transportation, building, process heat and
chemical commodities sectors of the economy, or
desalination of water or sale of process heat production
during off-peak periods. Development of high-energy
density per unit cost energy storage devices is a second
pathway. A pathway parallel to both is to find means to
increase annual capacity factor of the fixed assets by
employment of information age technologies— digital-
based controllers; robotics; artificial intelligence-based
diagnostics for verification of component fitness for
continued service; etc.

The fifth attribute is to lay out the nuclear energy
supply and distribution enterprise such as to minimize
nuclear weapons proliferation vulnerabilities. Two quite
different pathways can be envisioned; first, one could place
large scale nuclear plants in internationally overseen energy
parks which produce chemical synthetic fuels such as
hydrogen as the energy “carrier” for shipment to energy
end users worldwide who would employ the synthetic fuel
in gas turbines or fuel cells. Alternately, one could employ
nuclear fuel itself as the energy carrier to distributed
nuclear power plants which minimize accessibility to
fissile materials by maintaining a spent fuel standard of
fissile self protection at all steps of the enterprise. In both
cases, one should, in parallel, find ways to avoid or
minimize the consignment of fissile material to the waste
streams from the enterprise; to refine diversion detection
technologies; and to control or internationalize storage of
in-process excess fissile inventories.

The sixth and last attribute is an extremely high level
of operational safety per unit of annual energy production
and distribution. Given inevitable lapses of human
performance and the unavoidability of manufacturing flaws
and challenging natural phenomena, the pathway to this
goal is through designs which incorporate robust margins
to damage conditions; self-correcting tendencies engineered
to be innate in the system’s dynamic response; and
redundant barriers between the environment and the
radioactivity inventory in the reactor core to both protect
the core from the vagaries of the world at large and
conversely to protect the population from the radiation
inventories in the core.
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VI. CONCLUSION

The thoughts presented above are at a high level of
generality and pertain to a future asymptotic state without
consideration of the necessary transition pathway from
where we are now to that envisioned future state. The
issues of global energy supply, global ecology, and growing
economies in the 2 lsl century are of major importance at
this point in history. The activity of identifying
needslpathwayslenabling science and technology to address
these issues must engage the energy of a broad technical
and public constituency. The papers of The Global ’99
plenary and technical sessions, we believe, will help to
facilitate this process.
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Fig. 1. Elements of the Infrastructure for Energy Supply and Distribution
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Table 1. Key Attributes of a Futuristic Nuclear Energy Generation and
Distribution Infrastructure for the 21st Century

ATTRIBUTE

●3 High Conversion Efficiency of Ore to

Usable Energy

4* Minimal Environmental Impact

●3 Reduced Capital Cost Per Unit of
Useful Power Delivered to Client

●3 Maximize Billable Product Per Unit
of Fixed + Variable Cost

(continued)

POTENTIAL PATHVJAY FOR ACHIEVING THE ATTRIBUTE

. High conversion efficiency of heat to usable energy

~ Couple to modern energy conversion equipment
(gas turbines, fuel cells, thermionic diodes etc.) –

(requires high temperatures)
znd
. High conversion efficiency of ore to heat

~ Higher discharge burnup fuel

or

-+ Recycle in fast spectrum reactor for total fertile
consumption

● High Conversion efficiency of ore to heat
-+ Minimize mining, shipping, and waste generation

znd
k Minimize volumes and half-lives of wastes consigned

to disposal
rmd

F Minimize atmospheric discharges of greenhouse

emissions at all steps of the enterprise
~ Minimize mining, enrichment, and shipping activities

➤ Reduced capital cost of mass to heat converter
-+ Simply NSS by

- Eliminating systems
and

- Simplification
and

- Standardization
and

Reduced commodities
and

- Minimization of field fabrication by means
of modularization

b Reduced capital cost of energy distribution infrastructure
-+ Higher power density energy conduits per unit cost

- Voltage increases
or

Distribution via alternative (chemical) energy carriers

● Base load the capital assets
-+ Energy storage
or

+ Diversify products and client base to level
load vs. time

and

F Increase capacity factor
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Table 1. Key Attributes of a Futuristic Nuclear Energy Generation and
Distribution Infrastructure for the 2 Ist Century (cent ‘d.)

ATTRIBUTE

4* Maximize Billable Product Per Unit
of Fixed + Variable Cost (coni ‘d.)

●3 Minimize Weapons Proliferation
Vulnerabilities Per Unit of Energy

Benefit

4* Enhanced Operational Safety
Per Unit of Delivered Energy

POTENTIAL PATHWAY FOR ACHIEVING THE ATTRIBUTE

md
w Minimize distribution losses

~ Lower losses per mile of energy transport
– Superconductor wires
or

Distribution via alternative (chemical)

energy carriers

● Maintain spent fuel standard at et’ery segment
of the fuel cycle

or
Centralize/( internationalize) production in energy parks and

ship energy (via chemical energy carriers) to end- user
countries and locales

and

F Minimize consignment of fissile mass to waste streams
~ High discharge burnup in once through cycle
or

-+ Recycle to total fission consumption

● Robust margins between operating point and
damage conditions

and

● Self-correcting tendencies of the dynamic response
of the system

and

● Redundant barriers to mutually protect the system from the
vagaries of the environment and the environment from the
hazards contained in energy conversion equipment


